Finished Measurements
Customizable

Materials and Tools
Samples use Worsted Weight
(CYCA 4) Loops & Threads Impeccable (100% Acrylic; 285 yd. / 260
m; 4.5 oz. / 127.5 g)
Five skeins each in A Sunny Day, and
B Arbor Rose.
Crochet hook: P/Q (15 mm)
6 inch Wreath Ring
Yarn needle

Gauge
Gauge for this project is not critical

Though there are many names for
the classic woven keychain (lanyard,
gimp, scoubidou, and boondoggle
to name a few) there’s just one word
for this crochet wall hanging; MEGA! To
make this giant wall hanging, you’ll
first crochet two long strands then
weave them together into a traditional
square stitch. Crocheting is only half
the fun, weaving the jumbo Scoubidou
will make this your most fun crochet
project of the year!

Skills Used
Crocheting flat

Notes
1 The yarn used is first held double, then
chain/navajo plied to create a sixstrand super bulky yarn.
You can easily omit this step by substituting for super bulky weight yarn.
2 The size of this pattern is easily customizable by increasing or decreasing the yarn and hook size.
If customizing, work the same amount
of stitches and rows as written.
3 This pattern uses Foundation Single
Crochet. This can be substituted with a
traditional chain
method followed by a row of single
crochets.

Special Stitches
Foundation Single Crochet (FSC)Chain 2, insert hook in the second chain
from hook, yarn over and pull through 1
loop, yarn over and pull 1 loop through
the previous loop, yarn over and pull
through both loops
on hook.

Instructions
Strand (Make 1 in Each Color)
Fsc 300, turn.
Rows 1, 2: Ch 1, sc across, turn. — 300
stitches

Fasten off, weave in ends.

Cinch (Make 1 in either color)
Ch 10, sl st to first ch to join in-the-round
Rows 1-3: Ch 1, sc around, sl st to first st
to join. — 10 stitches

Fasten off, weave in ends.

Finishing
To finish your scoubidou, weave in a traditional square pattern until the ends aren’t
long enough to continue. If an end is longer than the others, adjust the length by
lightly pulling the end up throughout the
scoubidou.
After the weaving is complete, slide the
cinch over the four ends to fasten them
together.
For a refresher on how to weave a scoubidou, visit this Youtube Tutorial, or follow
the diagram on the next page.
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I hope you enjoy this free pattern! Be sure to tag me in your work-in-progress or
finished projects on Instagram or TikTok! If you would like to support me, consider
following my socials below or buying me a coffee so I can continue to provide high
quality patterns for crafters of all types!

You may also like these patterns from the QUOE library;

Buck-It!

Pinata

This Bucket hat is the perfect light
piece for spring and summer.
Everyone is encouraged to say “BuckIt!” and choose colors that make
them happy. Whether
monochromatic, color-blocked, or
striped, this hat will be individualized
for the wearer every time.

This crochet cardi pattern is sure to be
a head turner! A crochet base fabric
is first constructed and joined
together to create a mesh garment,
then strips of brightly colored fabric
are attached to create instant texture
and movement!

Follow what Quayln is up to next on his Blog | Instagram | TikTok | YouTube | Ravelry
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